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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we intend to establish the fact described by the title: I f  through 
ground field extension a scheme [an algebra] over a field k becomes isomorphic 
to the affine plane [the two-indeterminate polynomial ring] over a separably 
algebraic extension of k, then the scheme [the algebra] is isomorphic to the 
affine plane [the polynomial ring] already over the initial field k (Theorem 3 
below). The proof is reduced to showing that the automorphism group of the 
affine plane is a certain free product with amalgamation (Theorem 2), and 
that the Galois cohomology set of such a free product is a fibered coproduct 
of the Galois cohomology sets of the free factors (Theorem 1). 
In 1965 I. R. Safarevic announced without proof a number of results 
including Theorems 2 and 3 in a summary of a symposium address he was 
scheduled to (but did not) give in Rome. The summary was published in the 
proceedings volume [7; cf. Theorems 7 and 9, p. 2111. In 1969, in response 
to our request for indication of proofs and clarification, Professor Safarevi? 
wrote us to say that, contrary to the impression one gets from reading [7], 
ohe results in question, Theorem 7 (= our Theorem 2) and Theorem 9 (= 
tur Theorem 3), are actually unrelated to the concept of infinite-dimensional 
algebraic group introduced in [7], that Theorem 7 “is easily proved by 
induction on the degrees of polynomials involved,” and that in order to 
prove Theorem 9 “one has to apply a theorem about the first cohomology 
set of a free product with amalgamation.” (Clearly, he had then in his mind 
our Theorem 1 or its essential equivalent.) 
Recently, we discovered that Safarevic’s Theorem 7 is an easy consequence 
of an earlier result of van der Kulk [4]. We discovered also the correct 
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formulation (as Theorem 1 below) and a proof of what Safarevic must have 
meant when he mentioned “a theorem about the first cohomology set.” These 
enabled us to prove his Theorem 9, our main Theorem 3. 
As far as we know, proofs of these results have never been published 
before. We have observed in fact that these theorems are not generally known 
or anticipated even among the experts. 
While we have not succeeded in further communication with Professor 
SafareviE, we have no doubt that he has obtained proofs of the theorems 
long since. Nonetheless, in view of the circumstances outlined above, we 
believe that these theorems of obvious interest and importance should be 
published with complete proofs. 
In concluding the introduction, let us remark that nontrivial, purely 
inseparable forms of the affine plane exist in abundance. In truth, even 
the affine line [one-indeterminate polynomial ring] over a field has many 
nontrivial, purely inseparable forms, yet to be completely determined and 
classified by man (cf. Russell [6], KMT [2; Section 61). 
2. FIRST COHOMOLOGY OF A FREE PRODUCT WITH kwuGAnwTIoN 
Let r be a finite group operating on a group G from the left, (S,g)Er x G++ 
“g E G, and suppose that “(g1g2) = “gr . sga for all s E r, g, , g, E G. (Thus, G 
is a r-group in the sense of Serre [9; I-Section 51.) Let A, B be r-stable 
subgroups of G such that G is a free product of A and B amalgamated by the 
intersection C = A n B. We denote the situation as 
G=A*,B, C=AnB. 
Let @ [Yfbe a complete set of representatives of theleft coset spaceA/C [B/C], 
subject to the restriction that E E @ [c E Y], where E denotes the neutral 
element of G. It is well-known then that each element g E G can be written 
uniquely as 
g = 4dMl -.- 5L4Mnr (b’s E @, $‘s E Y, y  E C) (1) 
for suitable n, $‘s, and $‘s, where only y, &, and & may be the neutral 
element E. (See, e.g., Kurosh [3; Chap. IX].) The number of 4’s and $‘s 
unequal to E appearing in the expression (1) is called the length ofg and is 
denoted by Z(g). It is then clear that Z(g) = E(“g) for every s E r and g E G. 
Conversely, if a r-group G has r-stable subgroups A, B with complete 
coset representatives @, Y of A/(A n B), B/(A n B), respectively, such 
that each element of G allows a unique product representation like (I), then 
G = A *e B, C = A n B (cf. Kurosh, op. cit.). 
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Referring the reader to Serre (op. cit.) for the basic definitions and facts 
about the first cohomology set Hl(r, -), we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a r-group, A, B its r-stable subgroups, and assume 
that G = A *c B with C = A n B. Then, the natural commutative diagram 
of pointed sets 
H’(I’, C) --3 Hl(r, A) 
WC B) --+ Hl(I’, G) 
is cocartesian (= a pushout diagram). 
Proof. The existence and the commutativity of such a diagram is well- 
known, and one can even describe the “kernels” of the maps appearing here 
(cf. [9; I-64, Prop. 361). We shall prove the main assertion in two steps: 
(i) The images ofHl(r, A) and W(r, B) cover all of Hl(r, G). For: Let 6 
be an arbitrary cocycle in Zi(r, G) and let 
l-s = COhdl .” *n+a (2) 
be the unique expression as in (1) above. In particular, only y, &, , and q$, 
are allowed to equal E. We shall conduct a mathematical induction on the 
maximal length of the ts’s for all s E I’. Suppose, therefore, that the above 
5, with the product decomposition (2) is one with the maximal length among 
all Et’s with t E r. Then, we claim that either +,, # E, & f  e or 4, = 4% = 6, 
i.e., the “ends” must belong to either 4 - C or B - C simultaneously. 
Indeed, if $,, = E, 4% # E, then 
whose length is 4n because $ny . %Jr = &&‘y’ (for some & E Y, y’ E C, and 
&’ # 6) sits in the middle obstructing any further reduction of the free 
expression except for shifting y’ to the right past s4’s and %/‘s. This contradicts 
the maximality of Z(E,) = 2n. A similar contradiction results from the 
assumption that 4, # E, & = E. Therefore, we may, and shall, assume 
without loss of generality that 5, is of the maximal length and $,, # E, & f  E 
in the above expression (2). That done, it is then clear that for every t E r 
the free product decomposition of tt has 4 # E on either end, since otherwise 
the length of Est = t, . S4t or that of tts = tt . t<s would exceed Z(fJ. Let us 
now set rlt := f&‘E, . “4, , obtaining a cocycle 77 equivalent to 6. By what 
we sawjust now, I(Q) \( Z([J < Z(l,) for all t E r, and in particular Z(qJ < I((,). 
In the first instance where Z(Q) < I(<,) f  or all t E r, the induction hypothesis 
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assures us that 7 represents an element of W(r, G) which is in the image 
of Hi(r, A) or Hl(r, B); hence, so does E. In the second instance where 
Z(qt) = Z([J for some t f  r, we see that 7t = &‘tt “& is of maximal length 
among the rlu’s (u E I’) and has 4 + E on either end, whereas T,~ begins with $i 
in its free product decomposition. The consideration of qls = qt . tq,s then 
leads us to a contradiction, which means that the second instance does not 
actually occur. 
(ii) For group X = A, B or G, denote by 5 - 17 (X) the statement that 
the cocycles <, 71 are equivalent (cohomologous) to each other within Zl(r, X). 
I f  6 E Zl(r, -4) and 7 E Zr(r, B), define a relation [ RZ 7 to mean that there 
exists a cocycle < E Zl(r, C) such that 5 - [ (A) and 5 - 7 (B). In the disjoint 
union set ,??(r, A)UZl(r, B) take the smallest equivalence relation generated 
by a, . - . (A) and . - . (B), which we shall denote by the symbol =. 
Now we claim: Let E, 17 E Zl(T, A)UZl(T, B), and assume 6 - 7 (G); then 
5 = 7. For: By assumption, there exists an element g E G such that E, = 
g-lqs . “g for all s E l? If  Z(g) = 0, viz. g E C, then [, 17 must both belong to 
Zl(P, A) or both to Zl(P, B), and the assertion 5 = 7 is clear. We now induct 
on Z(g). Let us write g = $++/~~+r ... &-i&#~~y as (1) above and consider the 
relation 
t,$ = ,hs - 2, or R‘cs = 7s * x (3) 
holding for all s E I’. Suppose first $,, # E. Then follows +,+,/& ... I,/J,$,~E, =-= 
qs . %#J,, “Jir ... %,!J~ . +& . sy. This implies that 7s E A for all s and that cosets 
$+,C = ys s+,&‘. Consequently, if we define 7’ by putting TV’ :== &‘T,~ R+,, , 
then 17 N 7’ (A), 7’ E Zl(r, C), and [ - 7’ (G) via $r& ..’ #~,&y[,~ = 
T~’ s#r ... s+,, %& . sy for all s E r. By induction hypothesis, [ = 7’; but 
17 =: 7’ because 7 - 7’ (A) as just seen, so that 5 = 17 obtains. In case $0 ---_ E 
and hence +I p E, one can deduce in the same mamrer that 7 - 7’ (B) with 
7.5 ’ : = $I;‘?~ . %/~r and 6 - 7’ (G), whence < = 7’ and finally 5 = 7. This 
completes the proof of (ii), which together with (i) prove our Theorem 1. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF THE AFFINE PLANE 
Let R = k[x, y] be the polynomial ring in two indeterminates x, y  over a 
field K, and let G be the group of all k-algebra automorphisms of R. (Equiva- 
lently, G is the group of all k-automorphisms of the affine plane Spec, R.) In 
this section (Section 3), we study the structure of G. For that purpose, let A4 
be the subgroup of G consisting of all linear (not necessarily homogeneous) 
transformations of K[x, y]: thus, for each 01 E A, 
501 = ax + by + c, 3’01 = a’x -+ b’y + c’ (4) 
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for suitable a, b, c, a’, b’, c’ E k such that det(a, b; a’, b’) # 0. Let B be the 
subgroup of all Jonquieres transformations of k[x, y] (cf. Nagata [5]): To wit, 
B consists of all k-algebra homomorphisms /I of the type 
x/3 = ax + c, YP = bY + P(x), (5) 
where a, b are nonzero elements of k and P(x) E k[x]. Let finally C : = A n B. 
From here on until the end of the paper, these notations R, G, A, B, C will be 
jixed at all time. 
LEMMA 1. Letcu,,ol,EAandiB,,P2EB.IfPZ~C=AnBand~,P,=a01a, 
then 01~ E C and 01~ E C. 
Proof. Write & = a,x + c1 and xola = A,x + B,y + C, with a, # 0. 
Also write xolr = A,x -t B,y + C, and (x, y)/3a = (aax + ca , b,y + P2(x)) 
with deg P2 > 1. Then, ~/3ro1a = a,(A,x + B,y + C,) + c1 and x& = 
A&,x + 4 + &(b,y + PzW + C, . S’ mce these two polynomials must 
equal each other, it follows swiftly that B, = 0 and, hence, B, = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let B, be the subgroup of B consisting of all /? E B such that 
6% YIP = 6% Y + f (4 with f(x) E k[x]. 
In 1942 Jung [l] proved that Aut, R is generated by -4 and B, providing 
that k is the complex number field; the result was extended to the case 
of arbitrary field K by van der Kulk [4] in 1953. The latter author showed 
furthermore that a certain uniqueness theorem holds in regard to the product 
decomposition of the elements of Aut, R. Let us quickly recall van der Kulk’s 
definitions and uniqueness theorem (cf. [4; Section 41): A k-submodule V of 
R = k[x, y] is said to be admissible if k C V, V is three-dimensional and R 
is algebraic over k[V]. Writing V = (1, U, v) to mean V is generated by 
1, u, z, as k-module, one next makes the following definition: Two admissible 
k-submodules V, , VI are said to be adjacent if V,, = (1, u, v), V, = (1, w, t) 
with suitable generators such that (u, v)/3 = (zu, t) for some p E B, , ,8 $ A. 
Finally, a sequence V,, , VI ,..., V, of admissible k-submodules in which 
Vi and V,,, are adjacent for all 0 < i < n - 1 is referred to as an irreducible 
sequence provided that for each three consecutive terms ViWl, Vi, V,+l it 
holds that V,-l n Vi # Vi n V,,, . Now, van der Kulk’s theorem 
(Theorem 2, p. 40, op. cit.) states that for each generating pair (w, t) of 
elements of R (viz, k[w, t] = R = k[x, y]), th ere exists a unique irreducible 
sequence V, , V, ,..., V, such that I/, = (1, x,y), V, = (1, w, t). 
The following result, asserted as Theorem 7 in [7], derives itself easily from 
Lemma 1 above and the uniqueness theorem of van der Kulk: 
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THEQREM 2. Thegroup G = Aut, R is afreeproduct of its subgroups A and 
B amalgamated by the intersection C = A r\ B. 
Proof. Let, as in Section 2, @ [Y’] be a complete set of representatives of 
the left coset space A/C [B/C] subject to the condition that the neutral element 
E E @ [c E u]. Thus, A is the disjoint union of @C’s, 6 running over @, and 
likewise for B. Let K[w, t] = K[x, y] for some w, t E R = k[x, y]. Let 
l/o > v, ,..., V, be the unique irreducible sequence such that V, = (1, x, y), 
V, = (1, zu, t) as defined above following van der Kulk [4]. By the definition 
of adjacency, it is then clear that (w, t) = (x, y)~,,&~r ... OI~-~&Y, for 
appropriate a,, , OCR ,..., 01, E A and pr ,..., /In E B. Also clear is the fact that 
none of 01~ ,..., 01,-r and none of ,& , . . . , fin belong to C = A n B because of the 
irreducibility of V,, , Vr ,..., V, . Consequently, by the standard process in 
free group theory (see, e.g., [3; Chap. IX]), one can transform the product of 
a’s and ,6’s to obtain 
where y  E C, all 4’s belong to di and 4’s to Y, and where only Co ,& , and y  
are allowed to be E. The theorem at hand is therefore proven if one shows the 
uniqueness of the right-hand side of (6) f  or each given (w, t) with K[w, t] =: R. 
Suppose, then, that (w, t) = (x, y) #+,‘&‘+r ... +~-i&~‘&‘y satisfying the 
conditions parallel to those for the first expression (6). It is immediate that 
m = n, as the second expression yields an irreducible sequence of admissible 
spaces. We shall prove that y  = y’, & -= &‘, and t,/~~ = #Jo’ for all i and j by 
induction on n: The case n = 0 is trivial. We need to handle the case n = 1 
next. Suppose 4,~1~1~ = 40’~l’~l’~’ with ~4, , ~4 , 40’, ~4’ E @, ~4 , ~6’ E K and 
y, y’ E C; we may suppose neither #r nor #r’ equals E (hence neither is linear). 
Then, (+h-‘&)$r = $,‘(+l’y’y-l&‘), and Lemma 1 tells us +~~“+0 E C, 
&,‘C = 4,,C and hence&,’ = Co . Th is ea s us to the equality ~/~r+ry = &‘&‘y’, 1 d 
or Z/J;‘& = ($ly)($l’y’)-l which belongs to A n B = C, whence &C = $i’C 
and z,/~r = z,&‘. Then, 4iy = $r’y’, and +i = +r’, y  == y’ follow directly. Now 
assume the fact to have been established up to n - 1, and put (u, a) : =z 
(x, y) +&+i ... &-r , (u’, ZI’) := (x, y) ~,,‘$r’~r’ ... $hP1 . Then, since 
(1, u, V) = V,-, = (1, u‘, r~‘), we have (u’, u’) = (u, ZJ)U for some a: E A 
which can be written as 01 = $S,+ E @, 6 E C. Hence, 4,,‘$r’$r’ ... $J’,.~, = 
+&+r ... $,&Y, and the induction hypothesis gives &’ = & for all 0 < i < 
n-l, #j’=$j for all l<j<n-1 and+=6=6. It follows that 
(u, U) = (u’, ZJ’) also. Therefore, we obtain (w, t) = (u, v)~,-r~.~~,y = 
(u, v) #~~-r&‘$~‘y’, and the case n = 1 treated above gives bn-r = +‘,-i , 
I& = I/J~‘, & = +n’ and y  = y’. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Whereas G = Aut,c R is generated by A and B, , G is not a free 
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product of A and B, amalgamated by A n B, . For example, let (x, y)~ = 
(x + 1, Y), (x, y)A = (x, y  + x2), (x,y)P2 = (x, Y + (x + 112). Then, none 
of 01, & , /32 belong to A n B, and yet pr~ = 01/3~ . 
4. SEPARABLE FORMS OF THE AFFINE PLANE 
Let R = k[x, ~1, G = Aut, R, A, B, B, and C be the same as in Section 3, 
and let r be a finite group of automorphisms of the field k. Then r operates 
on G (from the left, say) in the obvious and natural fashion so as to make 
G a r-group. The subgroups A, B, B, are clearly r-stable. 
LEMMA 2. Hl(r, G) = (1). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, G = A ec B. Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 1, 
it suffices to prove Hr(r, A) = Hl(T, B) = {l}. 
Nl(r, A) = (I}: This fact is rather well-known and is essentially Hilbert’s 
Theorem 90. The affine transformation group A is a semidirect product of 
the normal subgroup (k+)2 = K+ x K+ of plane translations (K+ denotes the 
additive group of K) and the subgroup GL(2, K) of homogeneous linear 
transformations; and we know H1 = (1) on each of the two r-stable sub- 
groups (cf. Serre [8; Chap. X], [9; I-66, Prop. 381). 
Hl(T, B) = (1): For each positive integer d, set 
B(“) : = {/3 E B: $3 = by + P(x) with deg P < d) 
and BF) := B, n Btd). It is easy to verify that Bt”) is a r-stable subgroup of 
B and Br’ is a normal r-stable subgroup of Bed). Evidently, 
Bt) _N (k+)d+l y ,$+ x . . . x k+ (d + 1 factors) (7) 
which fact proves to be useful. Next let 
D : = (6 E B:y6 = by with b E k} 
which is another r-stable subgroup of B (@. One can readily verify that 
Bfd) is a semidirect product of BP’ and D, i.e., 1 - Bid’ + B(d) ---f D -+ 1 is 
split exact. Now let E be an arbitrary cocycle in Zr(r, B). Since I’ is finite, 
one can find d > 0 such that 6, E Bfd) for all s e l? Hence we may consider E 
to be an element of Zl(r, B(d)). But Btd) = BF’ 1 D (semidirect), 
Hl(r, Bt’) = (1) by (7) and [9; Zoc. nt.], and Hl(r, 0) = (1) just as 
Hl(r, A) = {I}. Therefore, Hl(I’, B(d)) = (1) and [ N 1 (B(d)), hence 
t - 1 (B). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3. The a&e plane [the two-indeterminate polynomial ring] over 
a jield has no nontrivial separable forms. 
This is, of course, an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. (Cf. Serre 
[8; lot. cit.], [9; Chap. III, Section 11.) 
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